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About This Game

A little boy was running around the field and suddenly caught a butterfly. For him, it was just a toy, but it wanted to live,
because life was so joyful. The butterfly hadn’t have time to enjoy the flowers, their fragrance, the sun-the life itself! It was

nearly ready to say goodbye to the dreams, but at that moment a miracle happened ...
The boy stumbled and released the butterfly! It flew and along the way was reinforced with flower pollen, which was fragrant

and tasty as strawberry. The flowers gave her strength, because the butterfly had to go a long way to its native glade, where
numerous friends was waiting for the butterfly to celebrate its birthday. Every flower the butterfly saw seemed to have its own
personality. The path of the butterfly was very long. It flew through bushes, branches that could hurt it. Poisonous berries could

poison it. The rain could wet its wings. But the butterfly really wants to live and enjoy the wonderful world - to feel the
fragrance of flowers and eat strawberries.

While the butterfly eats strawberries, it can fly. Help the butterflies fly to its friends and enjoy life. Support the butterfly’s
flight!

Bright juicy colors and a light-blue sky in the game will help you to relax and cheer up.
This is a very simple game with an uncomplicated settings.

The game is for those who like simplicity and easy gameplay.

Feature

Nice music

Bright design environment
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Many flowers

Direction

Hold down the left mouse button to lead the butterfly up and release it to lead the butterfly down.
Try to fly over the barriers in the form of birds and strawberries.

Pick strawberries and avoid poisonous berries.
Fly as far as possible.
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Update 0.9 release date + Vector Raid devlog:

At long last, v0.9 of Hyper Gods will be deployed on April 10th. This update brings many new features to the game, one of
them being the Vector Raid attack. This attack allows the Drifter to fend off incoming bullets and create openings in the God
attacks, giving you new ways to turn the tides of battle.

To celebrate the arrival of Vector Raid, we've compiled a small devlog of the attack, giving you a little preview of its
capabilities and how you can use it.

https://youtu.be/FZZssuULGtM

More surprises are coming soon. Thank you for your support.. Japanese release upcoming, as well as an attractive 75% off
discount!:
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As you may know, Teslagrad is a rollicking puzzle platformer with lush, hand painted steampunk visuals, silent storytelling and 
magnetic super powers.
Our game will be released in Japan on February 18th, and will be recieving an updated japanese translation to coincide with
this!

We want to share our joy with you all by doing a one week, 75% off sale on the Steam version, starting today, February 9!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/249590/. Interstellar Rift Dev Stream #49 -- Today 22:00 CET (21:00 UTC):
We will be streaming some more Interstellar Rift tonight at 22:00 CET (21:00 UTC) in Dev Stream #49 at 
https://www.twitch.tv/splitpolygon.
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We'll be talking about some of the new stuff coming in v0.2.7.00

Join us if you would like to watch us fail at our own game!

Stream starts in about 45 minutes!

- Hurles. We are Live!:
Thank you for all the support and interest the early access version of The Lonely Gorilla is now live.

Head over to the discussions for any information. Sorry for the few delay there was an issue with the bamboo needed for
making nests. This has now been resolved.

. Panzer Corps Tournament - Start of the First Round!:
This is it, fellow generals and friends.

The panzers' engines are roaring and guns are being loaded. Hell is about to break loose.

The first round of the Panzer Corps Tournament has just started!

You can follow it here: http://www.slitherine.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=58&t=74271

 E-mails have been sent too, for good measure. Please refer to the forum thread and follow the guidelines. May the best
commander win!. Changelog 2016-08-08:

 Changed terminal send cost to the following non-linear formula:

Math.ceil( amount * (Math.log(0.1*linearDistanceBetweenRooms + 0.9) + 0.1) ). 新游戏《土豪金传说》上线了！:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1030090
更多游戏：https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33077289
QQ群：597671541
感谢大家支持！. Version 1.24 released:
June version focuses on survivability of Parasites. I got reports that Parasites were getting extinct before the player had
the chance to deal with them, especially on higher difficulty levels, which was not fun. So, in this version Parasites got
"mind control waves" affecting primitive organisms which makes The Have afraid to even approach Parasites controlled
planets. Also they got better planetary defences which makes their homeworld harder to crack by civilized races. During
tests Parasites were able to survive in most cases (still their survival is not guaranteed, but even if they did extinct it was
happening much later). In addition there are traditional fixes and interface improvements.

- [feature] Parasites got unique ships (before those were shared with The Hive). If you play from the old save they will
have the old style ships initially but they will replace those with the new ones.

- [balance] The Hive is afraid to attack Parasites planets.
- [balance] Parasites planetary defences quality greatly increased.

- [interface] Added unique image for Finance screen (replaced the generic bureaucrat).

- [fix] Fixed the welcome and victory messages always referring to male even if Empress option was chosen.
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. v0.9.3 - Dwarf improved, archer bug fixed and more!!:
∙ Book of spells can now only be used once in a quest.
∙ Friends from the past now controls a monster for a certan amount of actions before it breaks free.
∙ Fixed a bug with werewolf retalation going through when stunned.
∙ Reworked dwarf shield block.
∙ Reworked dwarf counter bash.
∙ Reworked dwarf deflect.
∙ Reduced size slightly of orc death skeleton effect.
∙ Added a few more decorations in the dark castle.
∙ Fixed a crash with the chaos warlock when he would attempt to attack.
∙ Evil Sorcerer now takes a maximum of 1 damage per attack.
∙ Fixed a bug with the goblin archer not showing mini-icons like magic resist shields above his head.
∙ Fixed some issues with evil sorcerer doing less damage and playing an incorect animation for the attack when he dodge
an attack.
∙ (Editor) Creatures can now start a quest with a stoneskin potion consumed.
∙ Archer evasion now uses normal walking speed instead of settings one.
∙ Fixed a bug with wardrums not giving a magic shield buff properly.
∙ Fixed a bug with wardrums buffing the defence of a creature that cannot naturally defend.
∙ Chaos Warlock upon death will force a random hero to test their sanity.
∙ Fixed an issue with dwarven barrel that could be placed to a tile already occupied by another unit.
∙ Fixed another issue with the barrel that would not let you click on that tile to step on it.
∙ Archer mend wounds can now be castled diagonally.
∙ Wizard frozen has been slightly changed.
∙ Fate has been removed from all creatures and is now a buff that a creature can spawn with or placed upon through skull
of fate or some ability.
∙ Alludan's amulet now starts a hero with 3 charges of fate.
∙ Creatures with death effects now have a little skull mini-icon above their head.
∙ Fixed a bug with divine shield staying visible when a hero would exit the room.
∙ Knight sacrifice level 3 now completely heals the lowest health hero upon the knight's death...
∙ (Editor) No longer need press CONTROL + C or V to copy paste, just press C and V only.
∙ When a character is stunned he cannot defend against attacks.
∙ Wizard lighting strike now deals 3-4 damage on first strike instead of 3-5
∙ Fixed a bug with the archer not being able to equip 2 equipment items.
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∙ Reduced gold penalty of ressurection to 20%. Game Character Hub PE: 3.5:
Hi everyone, we have another update for you!

Here is the complete changelog:
New features:
[+] GCH now supports the import of RPG Maker MV - Japanese Character Generator Expansion 1
[+] GCH now supports the import of RPG Maker MV - Japanese Character Generator Expansion 2
[+] GCH now supports the import of RPG Maker MV - Japanese Character Generator Expansion 3
[+] GCH now supports the import of RPG Maker MV - Heroine Generator
[+] New lasso pixel selection tool
[+] GCH now shows tips on start-up

Improvements:
[/] All drawing tools now have a blending option
[/] Eraser tool now has an opacity/strength parameter
[/] In history view: once an item is added, its name appears on the history view
[/] Reworked various UI texts

Bug fixes:
[-] Fixed UI of colorize, 2d transform and noise dialogs: layers were displayed in reverse order.
[-] When an update to the item library is available, the window that prompts
whether to update the library now properly remembers the user choice.

Enjoy :)
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